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On imbedding theorems for Sobolev
spaces and some of their

By

Tosinobu MURAMATU

§1. Introduction

In the previous paper [9] the auther reports that we can give

another proof of imbedding theorems for Sobolev spaces. The

purpose of this paper is to develop our proof precisely. We also

discuss imbedding theorems for Sobolev spaces with mixed norm and

the boundary values of functions belonging to some Sobolev spaces.

For functions /(#) defined in an open set @ in the real n-dimen-

sional space Ra we introduce the norm

where x=(x',x"\ x'^R\x'r^Rnn\Qr(xrr^ = {xr\ (#',#")££}, and

Q" is the set of all points x" such that (V, #")ej2 for some x'. For

/eC°°02) we define the semi-norms13

when / is a non-negative integer, or

(!•!') I/"! l,P,n-m,o= S *-^rc/]+^
when / is factional.23 We define also the norms

IL^2«-2W ( J S X IJ ) >

Definition 1. The space Wl'p'n~m(&) is defined as the completion

of the subset of C°°(^) consisting of functions / with ![/|[/,#I«-mffl<0°.

Wltp>Q coincides with the usual Sobolev spaces Wltp, while W'p'*(&)

coincides with the space £Bl(@') of all bounded continuous functions

Received November 1, 1967.
1) a=(ai, —,a«),|a =ai + —+«». D«
2) [/] denotes the integral part of /.
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defined in & whose partial derivatives of order <!/ all exist and

SUP

(if /= [/] , Z)a/ are continuous and bounded).

In this paper an open set J2 is said to have the cone property

if there exists a bounded uniformly Lipschtz continuous vector-valued

function W(x) in J2 and a constant T0 such that for each point x in

J2 the cone

(1.2) {x + tz + tw(x}\ Q<t<TQ, ze$}c£,

where Q is the unit cube {z\ \z]\<t\/2} in R\

Imbedding theorems are stated as follows.

Theorem 1, Let J2 be an open set in Rn having the cone prop-

erty. If l<p<q<^ and I - J^—^k - -^- , then there exists the

imbedding :

with the following exceptional cases.

(a) l=p, l-n = k-^-,

(b) l<# = ?,0^wOz, /- n~m =k is an integer.

I n m =k is an integer ( [1], [16], [17], [18] ). But the author
P

It is known that the imbedding also exists when Kp = q<*2 and.
n~m =k is an integer ( [1] ,

P
has no proof based on our method.

For /--^->&--^ existenc
P V

by using Holder's inequality and Jessen's inequality only.
I'l

The essential part of the theorem is in the case /— -
P

In the case Q<m<n the existence of the imbedding

For / "ir^k— existence of the imbedding is easily proved

means the fact if /e Wltp(£), then the trace of the function on m-
dimensional hyperplane 5 is well defined and belongs to the space

Sobolev [14] gave a proof for the case where /, k are integers.
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m = n and \<p<q. Sobolev [15] proved for the case where / and k

are integers and /— -->k— --. Krondrashov [5] and 'Sobolev [15]

discussed also Holder continuity of the trace (see §3. Theorem 1').
Du Plessis [13] proved the case m = Q, k is fractional; that is, imbed-
dings into .3*00).

Gagliardo [2] , [3] and Nirenberg [11] gave a proof for the case
/ and k are integers, which is quite different from that of Sobolev.
They moreover proved "the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality",

u iP

where JL = _g_ + 1~'a , 0<0<1.
9 P r

For the case / or k is fractional, Besov [1] , Uspecskii [17] , [18]
announced their results. Nirenberg [11] also refers to this case.
Taibleson [16] also gives a proof for the case Q = R".

Another method to investigate the spaces of fractional order is
that of the interpolation of spaces. Using this method Peetre [9]
gave a proof of the theorem for the spaces of fractional order.

In this paper we employ integrals of the form

(1.3)

instead of that of potential type. By virtue of the integral representa-
tions of the form (1.3) (Lemma 1), after applying Jessen's inequality
and Holder's inequality appropriately, we need only to discuss in-
equalities concerning integrals of one variable.

§2. Integral representations and the proof of Theorem 1

We begin with integral representations:
Lemma 1. Let J2, T0, Q and 3P(#) be as in Theorem 1. Let

wOOeC-OR") satisfy^ <o(x^dx = l9(o(x^0 for x^Q. Then thej*»
following identities hold for any integer / and for any function

(2.

3)~
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(2.2)

where <wa(z) is a linear combination of derivatives of <y, and

For any 0,

(2. 3) /c

Proof. By Taylor's formula we have

/(*)=

|aK/ (X.\

Multiplying by aj(^) and integrating with respect to 2, we have

=/ Jo a

|)'al f
:! J

From the identity

(2. 5) J/(a)(*+ Tz+ Tv(x»g(x,,

it follows that
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Using (2.1) with / replaced by / + !, we have /00=/iOO+/200»

where

/iOO= S

For each <# with |<z |= / - f l there is an index j such that D* =

\p\=l. Thus,

Therefore, /iOO is equal to the first term on the right side of (2.2).

Consider now (2.3). Using (2.2) with/ replaced by f^ for \$\<l,

we have

Therefore, by (2. 5) applied to /3 instead of <#, we find that /2(^) is

equal to the second term on the right-hand side of (2.3). This

completes the proof.

Our proof of Theorem is based on these integral representations

and the following lemma, which will be proved in the next section.
/\

Lemma 2. Let Q be a domain in Rn+s having the cone property:
x\

there are a constant T0 and W(_x) such that (1. 2) is satisfied with Q
xX /^

and W replaced by J2 and W respectively. Let Q be a domain in Jc~,

and let 0 be a bounded, uniformly Lipschitz continuous mapping from
x\

£ into £ such that 000 = Or, 0oOO)« Assume that .&"(#, jf) is a bound-

ed, uniformly Lipschitz continuous function whose carrier is contained
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x\ /\

in RnxQ, where Q is the unit cube in Rn+*.
x\

For any function / in Z/(£) we define

(2. 6) V(t, *) =

(i) Assume that 0<I&<1 and !<^<rf<°o. Then there is a con-

stant C independent of / and / such that

(2. 7)

holds for all / in L*(£), where /,= n + s m

P q

(ii) Assume moreover that l — p^k and either one of the conditions

(a) l-/jL>k, (b) Kp<q, m>0, (c) fc>0, w = 0, or

(d) Kp, m<n,

is satisfied. Then there is a constant C independent of / and T such

that

(2. 8)
Jo

holds for any / in

Proof of Theorem 1. To prove the theorem, it is enough to

show that the inequality

(2.9) \ f \ k ,

holds for any/ in Wl'p(^nC°°(£~), where C is a constant independent

of/.
Consider first the case in which / is a positive integer. Let /3 be

an index with ] /3 1 = [k] . From (2. 3) and Lemma 2 it follows that

(2.10) i/(a)i^L,w-

for /eF^C^nC00^), where /*=— -^-. Summing these in-

equalities over all /3, we have

(2. 11) i/UM,^C( T-^|/lo.^+ T— *|/ !„,.),

which implies (2. 9) .

Consider next the case in which /= [/] +£, 0<C<5<CL Since
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\ft)a-0(#, z)dz = Q and \a)(z^)dz = l,

the first term on the right side of (2. 3) is equal to

which can be written in the form

where /a(*) = {/Ca>(*) -/(a)GO} !*-J>r~^, K*) - OK*) , y(y)) for

£=(x,y)GQXQ9 Ka.^(x, ^=cDa^(x9 z)a>(w) \z — w\l+nlp for t=(z,w}

^R2*, and where ^(JK:) = (JUT, ^). Applying Lemma 2 to these integrals,

we have the inequality (2. 10), which imply (2. 9), and the theorem

is proved in this case also.

Taking q=p, m = n, (2.11) implies the first part of the following

theorem.

Theorem 2. (The Interpolation Inequality) Let Q be as in

Theorem 1 and assume that 0<&<;/. Then there is a constant C such

that

(2.12) l/U.^^C^i/io^ + e^l/l^)

holds for/efT'-'Ce) and

If Q = R\ then also

(2.13) l/l..w

holds for any/ in PP-'CR").

Proof. Choosing e= T0 = l, we have for /e W^(#")

(2.14) l/U,^C(!/|o,,+ !/ ,.,),

where C denotes a constant depending only on /, k, p and n. For

f^Wl'p(Rn^ set #00=/(e*), e>0. It is easily obtained from the

definition that

I 0.1 _*-»/* If!
i£> I k,p — £ \J \ k , P y

so that (2.14) with / replaced by g implies that
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(2.15) l/l*.^C(e-*l/|0i, + e'-*|/|M).

Chocsing in (2. 15)

e H / I K I / l r f ,

we have (2. 13).

§3. Proof of the fundamental lemma
We turn now to consider the proof of Lemma 2, which is based

on the following lemma.
x\ /\

Lemma 3. Let £, T0, W, Q and 0 be as in Lemma 2. For

we define

(3.1)

(i) If l^A^?^00, then there is a constant C independent of / and

t such that

(3.2)
where .

P V

(ii) If /-AOO, l<£<g<°o, or if l-ju^Q, Kp<q<oo, m>0, then

there is a constant C independent of / and T such that

(3.3) \ tl~*U(t,x}dt <^U l '-*\\f \\0iP,o.
IIJo

(iii) If / —/£>fc>0, m>Q, Kp<Lq<°v, and if p<q or m<n, then
there is a constant C independent of / and T such that for any

x" i"•* ? j

where «=(*',*"), ^ =(/,/'), and A(r)=min {l,rk+e},

Proof. Changing the variables of integration, U can be written
in the form
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XX XX XX

where Qx = Q + ¥°@(x\ Since ¥°®(x^ is bounded, there is a constant
/\ /\

b such that Q^dbQ for all points # in J2. Thus, denning / to vanish
/\

outside J2, we have

Therefore, we may assume that @ = Rn+s, @ = Rn, and ¥ = 0.

By Holder's inequality we have

(3.5)

Changing the variables of integration, we have

(3.6) U(t,x)£f<'+'»»tf\\*.>.*",

so that (3. 2) is proved in the case where m = 0. To prove (3. 2)

for w>0, let x = (y,y'~), z=(z,w} and let 0(#) = (:V> 0*00), where

j>, zeJ?", ye/2"-" and w, 0*(x')f=R"+'-"'. From (3.5) and Fubini's

theorem it follows that

\f(y+tz,

\ f ( u ,

where Q and Q* denote the unit cubes. From this inequality }and

(3. 6) it follows that

f, x) \k^m<\\ U(t, x} IIS^.-^sup U(t, x}TPlq

This completes the proof of (i).

Since (3.3) is an immediate consequence ,of (3.2) if l — /jt>Q, it

is sufficient to prove (3.3) in the case where / — ̂  = 0, Kp<.q, m>0,

By Jessen's inequality we have
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where x = (xl9 x' , x") , z=(zl,z*^), x^z^R,
R"*'-1. From (3.2) with/ replaced by /G^ + ̂ ,0, it follows that

^

where F(zO = H/Gzi, Olio,*,*"*-1- Thus we have

JO jQj.

Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that the inequalities

I P
(3.7) \\

I J

foe (»l/2

\ p'j-i'f-yfl
Jo J-l

-l/2

holds for any / in LP(R}. Set y = x-rtz and ^c; = z. Then an ele-
mentary calculation shows that

(»l/2 pco

|/(^+te)|</z=C1\ \f(y')\\x-y\l!f~lli-ldy.
-l/2 J-oo

The right side of this relation is a function in Lq whose Z,g-norm is
dominated by C||/|[0,j>, where C denotes a constant depending only on
p and q. (see [7] p.288). Thus (3.3) is proved.

Proof of (iii). Since t'^T1-*-*^*, it is sufficient to prove
(3.4) in the case where l — ju = k.

First consider the case in which n>m, p = q. By Jessen's in-
equality and (3. 2)

) p~~flp

where ^(w,) denotes the Z/-norm of/(«i, ••- ,«„••• ,«,+,) when con-

sidered as a function of (^i, • • • , ws_i, ̂ «+i, • • - , Mn+s).

Set

Since
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+i/*-iG(f, Xn)h

»~) ] z/ | -mlp~kdt+ f '^Ga *„) | v'\£-mlfdt
o J|»f|

we have

CX, \P\

r t
llP+E-lG(t, xjdt) }

llP

The last inequality is followed from Hardy's inequality ( [7] , p. 245) :

Therefore, what we have to show is that

rG(f,*.)'rff^ const, f" g(f)*dt.
JO J-oo

From the inequality

and Hardy's inequality, it follows that

o o
r°° f i r^2

2^1 4-\ ^U- + OJo ( r Jo
poc / 1 p/ \ # pcx, / -j p/ \ J

\ 4-\ ^U. + Orff rf/ + \ fA-\ ^(ar.-r)rfr \dt,
Jo I i Jo j Jo ( I Jo )
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and this gives (3.4) for p = q,
Consider next the case in which p<q. By Jessen's inequality,

(3.3) with / replaced by / — k, and the inequality

dy'____- _______

we have

\x-y\~*

Therefore, Lemma 3 is established.
Now we are in position to prove Lemma 2. It is obvious that

Lemma 2 for k = Q follows from Lemma 3. Therefore, it it sufficient
to consider the case where kX). From the identity

(3.9)

and the inequality

(3. 10) I K(x, z-)-K(y, z+

where A(r)=min (1, r*+£), k+s<Ll, it follows that

\V(jt,x)-V(Jt,y)\

where Q' = Q+r1((»(j') — 0(*)) +° !5C^) — y°(Z>(j'). It is obvious that
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\ \f(0W
jQr

so that

3.11) ] V(t, x) - V(t, 30 \<C,h( ]x /' ) {U(t, x} + f/a 30}.
\ f /

In the case where w>>0 we choose e so small that
Let x" and /' be any points in Q". Set *=(*',#") and y =(/,/')-
From (3. 8) it follows that

(3- 12) \\- U
%^mlkq-h U(i, x}\l,q,n-m,a.

Combining (3.11), (3.12) and (3.2), we obtain (2.7). From (3. 10)
and the inequality

it follows that

(3.13)

Combining (3.13) and (3.4), we have (2.8) in this case.
Finally, we consider the case in which m = 0. In this case it is

obvious that (2.9) is obtained from (3.9) and (3.2). Using (3.2)
and (3. 11), we have

{U(t,

?-^ h x~ dt
o \ t

~o,p,o iiii \x~y\ \sn\ - 7 - j
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where we have used the fact that

M-̂ MT* 4-) •-''••
This establishes (2. 8) for m = 0, and the proof of Lemma 2 is

complete.

Lemma 2'. Let J2, F, ®, &, T0 and F(£, #) be as in Lemma 2.

Assume moreover that & = Q'^Q" and ®rdRm, and that

Then there exists a constant C independent of / and T such that

for any points x" and y" in Q"

*n/ ik^ .

Proof. From Jessen's inequality, (3. 11) and (3. 2) it follows

that

, *', ^) - V(t, x\ y'

<rT'lr" i / ' ! * l f f ' f^u \x —y | iij \\o,p,Q *

This completes the proof of the lemma.

The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 gives the

following :

Theorem 1'. Let Q be an open set in R" possessing the cone

property, and assume that £ = £'XJ2" and Q'dRm. If / -- ~ =k

is not an integer, there exists a constant C such that for /e Wl>p(&)
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§4. Sobolev spaces with mixed norm

In this section we shall introduce generalized Sobolev spaces by

using "mixed norms", and discuss the imbedding theorem for those

spaces.

Definition 2. Let Q be an open set in Rv, and assume that Rv =

SiX"-xS«, where Si, ~-,Sn are linear subspaces in Rv. Set x =

(*i, • • • ,#«) , where x^Si, • • - , xn^Sn. Then we define the L^'"'p^'n"^

(j2)-norm

(4. 1) \\f\\o.cP1..'.Pm').n^m.o

(f / /P
= SUP \ ... \

*(»> lJfl(— 1>(*(«))\ \Jfl(*<i))

where #a:> = (jcy+1, • • - , A:K), J200 denotes the set of points xw such that

(#1, ••• ,#/ , #cy5)e,0 for some #!,-••,#/, and J2co(^a:>) denotes the set

of points (#,•+!,•••,#/) such that (#,-+1, • • • ,# / , #oo)ej2co.

The definition of the spaces J^/-^i'---'^)'M~'K(j2) is the same as that

of the spaces Wl'p>n~~m{Q}, except that the Lp>n~~m (£)-norm is replaced
by Z,c>i.-.4.>."-» (^)-norm.

We begin with the following lemma, which is a generalization of

Lemma 3.
XX XX

Lemma 4, Assume that Rv = SiX ••• xSn and Rv+a= S±x ••• x5K,
XX XX XX

where Si,---,SB and 5 l 5 - - - ,5 H are linear subspaces. Let £ be an open

set in ^V+CT
? and assume that the cone property (1.2) is satisfied with

XX XX

J2 and ¥ replaced by J2 and ¥. For each / let ®j be a bounded, uni-
XX

formly Lipschitz continuous mapping from Sj into 5/ such that 0/(#/)

= (jfy, (Poy(^)). Let ^2 be an open set in Rv such that 0 = ^iX ••• X0H

maps ^ into Q. For /(je) ^L^- '"'**>(£) define

(4.2)

(i) If l^^y^?y<C°o, ^ = 1, --,m, then there is a constant C inde-

pendent of / and t such that

(4. 3)
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holds for any 0<^T0 and /eLc^'"''^(2), where

i) and vy

(ii) If l^^<;#/<C°o(y = l, • • • , m), and if either one of the condi-

tions

(a) /-AOO, or (b) l-j^Q, Kpn<qm, pm+i, --,
is satisfied, then there is a constant C such that

..„„).„-..,(4.4)

holds for any 0<T^T0 and
(iii) If l—^^k9l^pj^qj<oo(j = l9 "'ym)9 and if either one of the

conditions

(a) l — p. — k>Q, (b) pn+i9'"9pn^pm<qm9 Kpm, or (c) pn+1, -•• ,

is satisfied, then there is a constant C such that

\*-y\

where A(r)=min{l, Tk+£}, 0<e<-^-, - ,-^-, and ̂  =

Proof. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3 we

may assume that 'ti = Rv+(T, £ = RV and 3P = 0.

We shall prove the inequalities

(4. 6) \\U(t, Xi, — , xn, ^CHO)Ilo,(,1,...1,s)l,«-s>s1x...xsw

and

a 7^ Ii EX*!, — ,^m
V^- 'y II \X—V\ k~
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f-pr _ l_ _
j^"0_yC«)|*+7+6

X

where ^c?7° and jy0'0 are any points in Sm+1 X • • • X SK, <2>Cw° = 0w+iX ••• X(2>B,

_
j=i pj y-i

and

Since the integrals on the right side of (4. 6) and (4. 7) have
the same form as on the right side of (4.2), it is sufficient to prove
these inequalities for m = l. Consider the case in which s = le By
Jessen's inequality and (3. 2) we have
(4.8)

LJ«i

where p= ^ ^- and F(zci)) = ||/(•, ̂  |[0ifc.Sj. An elementary
Pi #1

calculation shows that

(4.9)

Therefore, we have

\\0,9,R

where a=\x^—y^\ and r=-^-- Similarly we obtain the inequalities
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(4.6) (4.7) for s = 0. Thus we complete the proof of (46) and
(4.7).

The inequality (4. 3) is the same as (4. 6) with m and 5 re-
placed by n and m, respectively.

Now we consider (4. 4) and (4. 5). From Jessen's inequality and
(4.6) ((4.7)) it follows that

(4. 10) H \Tt"*U(t, *)<W|!o.c,t ..,,.-0.— .*w
Jo

where

n_
P j

j

and

r t"*U(t,x) h( \x-y\ \dtll
\ - 1 „_.. U+3 Wl - i - )"' II 0. («, -«»-i). »-«jo I ̂ v y [ \ ^ /..y [

o

where 5=-^-. Applying Lemma 3 (ii) ((iii)) to the function on
*?m

the right side of (4.10) ((4.11)), we obtain|(4. 4)I((4. 5)), where
we have used the fact that

Noting that pm+i, •", pn^Pm, the above inequality is obtained from
Jessen's inequality. Thus the lemma is established.

The following lemma is analogous to Lemma 2.

Lemma 50 Let Q, J2, w and 0 be as in Lemma 4. Let K(x, z)
be a bounded, uniformly Lipschitz continuous function whose carrier
is contained in RvxQ. For /el^'-'^O?) define
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If 0<^&<1, k<^l — /jL9 l<^pj<sqj<i°°(j = l, ••• ,w), and if either one
of the following conditions

(a) l-t£>k,

(b) m>0, Kpm<qn'9pm^i9'"9

(c) n>m>0, Kpn-9 jW» • • - , p
or (d) &>0, m = Q,

is satisfied, then

holds for 0<T<IT0 and /eL^'-^CO), where C is a constant in-
dependent of / and T, and p. denotes the same number as in Lemma
4.

The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2. But we
have to use Lemma 4 instead of Lemma 3.

Using the above lemma instead of Lemma 2, by the same argument
as in the proof of Theorem 1 we have the following:

Theorem 3. Let Q be an open set in Rv having the cone property,

and let Si, • • • ,£„ be linear subspaces such that Rv = SiX--xSn. If
I<^pj^qj<°°(j = l9 • • - , /w), 1 — k — fjL^Qj and if either one of the condi-
tions

(a) l-k-fjL>Q,

(b) m>0, l</>m<tf»; Pm+l9'~9pH^Pm9

(c) ^>m>0, Kpmi P<m+i>~m,PH^Pm9 k is not integer,
or (d) m = Q, k is not integer,

is satisfied, then there exists the imbedding mapping:

where

and ^ = di
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§5. Boundary values of functions in Wl>p

In this section we discuss boundary values of functions in Wllp.
First note that we obtain the following three facts by easy arguments;

(a) If /eL'Cff") and if for each <* with |*| = [/]

\x—y\l in+nlp

(in the case where / is an integer, D0if^Lp(Rn')')
then f^Wl>p(R"), where derivatives are taken in the distribution
sense.

(b) Cs(R^r\Wl'p(Rn
+) is dense in Wl'p(Rl'), where

Rl= {x=(xl7 • • - , %„), xn>0}> and l<*s.

(c) Let £ be a bounded open set in R", and let 0 be a one-to-

one O-mapping defined in a neighbourhood of the closure Q of J2.

Assume that the Jacobian of 0 does not vanish on Q. If l<,s, then
the correspondence

is a bounded linear transformation from W *'*(<&(&)} into Wlip(Q),

and its inverse

f-+g=f°o-1

is also a bounded linear transformation.
We begin with the case Q = R\.

Lemma 6. If Kp<.oo and if l — l/p = k is not integer, then
there exists unique bounded linear operator r from Wllp(.R"+) into

Wk'p(R1^ such that for /eC~0?«)n Wl'p(Rn^

Proof 0 The uniqueness follows from the fact (b). It is enough
to show the existence of the operator.

From Theorem 1' it follows that for /eC~(JB"+)n Wri i '(/?+)
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Therefore, {/(*', e)}e>0 is a Catichy sequence in PT^^C-ff*"1)- Since
fflw.p js complete, there exists

lim/(*',e)=#OO in

Thus, for each «=(«!, •••,^B_1, 0) with \a\ = [k], and for almost every

(*',/) in R-

^ _ -i
where p = k— [k] + — - — . Moreover, according to Theorem 1

so that by Fatou's lemma we have

xx' — V'\P - !!o^,^''-1x^''-1^^i[/ \\i,p,R«+

Thus, gG:Wkt*(Rn~^, and the correspondence

can be extended uniquely to the bounded linear operator from WI>P(.R\}
into Wk'p(Rn~1}. The proof is complete.

The above operator is called the trace operator.
We now turn to the general case. Let ® be an open set with

compact C5 -boundary P. Then there is a finite open covering {O/} Jflli. ..}N

and Omappings ®j defined in a neighbourhood O3 such that 0, is one-

to-one on Oy, its Jacobian does not vanish on ~Oh and
®(mO^c:{xn = Q}. For {O/} we can choose functions
such that

0^^y(^)^l, and ^/(jc)=l in a neighbourhoed of F.
Let 7^5, and letf^Wl'p(^. For each / ?y/€E PP-'CSHO/) and

II^/II / .Aflnoy^Cill /H/^. Set gj = ̂ jf°0J1. Since ^ is identically zero
in a neighbourhood of ^ (the boundary of Oy), we may consider
that^eTT'^CJ?;). From the fact (b) there is a function gf^Cs(Rn)
such that
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Set
I fitfOtyGO), X(EOj,

ffW= n «. •( 0, otherwise,

then /feC'CIPOn FP'-'Cfi), and

Ik/-/? I[i...̂ c2||
<C2£.

Since /0(^) = (l — ̂ j(^))/(^) is identically zero near the boundary,

by using the mollifier we find that there is a function ff in

such that

From the above results and the identity

it follows that

Therefore, C s(HH)n »F/>/5(«0) Is dense in

Now assume that / -- ^"^^ ^s not

trace operator from IF/>P(^;) into Wk'p(Rn^. For f&W'-p(£') set

Now assume that / -- "^^ ^s not an inteSer and let ro be the

Since all the operators

and g-*g°®j

are continuous and linear, r is a continuous linear operator from

W'-'W into ^'^(r).3) On the other hand, if /eC'(l?")n W^'Cs),
then

3) Let M be an w-dimensional compact Cs-manifold. We say/e W»*(M) if ^/o0e
W^^C^R") for every Cs-coordinate system (2) and every Cs-function # whose
carrier lies in the domain of 0.
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and

so that for

=/(*) .

Therefore, we have

Theorem 4. Let & be an open set with compact Cs-boundary F.

If /<Is, and if /— — — = & is not an integer, then there exists unique

continuous linear operator r from Wltp(Q) into Wkl*(T} such that

r/00=/00, on r.

Proof. The uniqueness follows from the fact that C*(iJ") R Wltp(Sf)

is dence in PF' •>(£).
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